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THE LØNSET ANTICLINE IN THE OPDAL AREA
BY

IVAN TH. ROSENQVIST
WITH 8 FIGURES IN THE TEXT

A b s t r a c t:

It is made reasonable that the basal gneiss in spite of the con

formity is older than the granulite and of archean age.

A conglomerate is found

in a highly deformed condition between the flagstone and the gneiss.

In an unde

formed condition it occurs as an inclusion in the Gråhø saussurite gabbro.

It con

tains inter alia fragments of the basalgneiss displaying its normal foliation.

Since

the gabbro is of Cambro-Silurian age, the conclusion must be that the conglomerate
separates an arcean gneiss of pre- Caledonian foliation from the Sparagmitian granulite.
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INTRODUCTION
In the districts round and south of Lønset in Drivdalen in the
Opdal--Sunndal district, Holtedahl in his paper· Geological Observ
ations in the Opdal-Sunndal-Trollheimen district (Ip has described
a great anticline, formed by a gneiss complex conformly

overlain

by granulitic flagstones. These are most probable sparagmitic rocks
of Eocambrian age in a very metamorphic state, corresponding
to the well-knowll "Opdal-heller".
I

He seems to be inclined to think

The Roman numerals refer to the list of literature p. 48.
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that also the basal gneisses are Eocambrian, representing deeper depo
sits, highly altered through migmatization. The area mentioned is on
the usual maps of Norway and Scandinavia marked as pre-Cambrian.
How much of the so-called "Romsdals grunnfjell" is of archaean age
and how much is younger, was cliscussed after the presentation of
Holtedahl's and Barth's papers at a meeting of Norsk geologisk for
ening, published in Norsk Geologisk Tidsskrift 18, 1938, p. 75-80.
It was very much wantcd to try to fix the age of the basal gneiss
through a radioactive determination, and the professors Barth and
Gleditsch askecl me to undertake such an investigation.

I have conse

quently carried out determinations of lead and radium in some rocks
from this gneiss complex

(given me by Professor Holtedahl)

I have sent the leacl to a mass spectrographic cletermination.

and

Because

of the politicai situation, however, I have not yet got the result of
this investigation.

I

This work will later be published.

For a year

worked with the chemical analyses of the rocks from the area, and

in connection with Professor Holtedahl's field investigations I had
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during the summers 1939 and 1940 an opportunity through Norges
geologiske undersøkelse (The Geological Survey of Norway) to map
parts of the Opdal sheet south of the river Driva.

I

want to acknow

ledge my gratitude for grants from Familien Stillesens Legat.

The

present paper is concerned with some of the results of this mappmg
and of the microscopic and petrographic work connected with it.

GEOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS OF THE BASAL
GNEISSES
These rocks consist, as already mentioned by Holtedahl (l) mainly
of augen-gneisses, more or less schistous gneiss-granites, and banded
gneisses, partly with amphibolitic Iayers.

Holtedahl

(I)

has dealt with

the road-section from Ålbu to Gjøra and in this connection he has
described the basal-gneisses north of the river Driva.
The uppermost part of the basal gneisses, a little east of Bø farm,
is made up of schistous augen-gneiss which dip fifty degree to N 25° E,
and it is easy to discern the gneiss from the flagstone in NE because
of the great biotite amount in the gneiss, whereas biotite is rare in the
flagstone series.
West of Bø farm the dip of the gneisses gradually turns towards
the north and becomes gentler. At Hol farm the dip is 40° in the
direction NNW.

Here stripes of amphibolite with a tickness of a

couple of metres appear in the gneiss which is here more gneiss
The amphibolite layers can be followed in the direction of

granitic.

strike over long distances.

Between Hol farm and Gravaune farm

the rock is a light, fine-grained, schistous gneiss-granite, but about
a hundred metres east of Gravaune it suddenly becomes strongly
folded

and

minerals.

rough, with

mainly

chlorite

and hornolende as dark

Here the dip is straight north and about 50°.

On the

western side, this rough rock disappears as suddenly as it appeared,
turning into mainly augen-gneiss and gneiss-granite with strike varying
from NE-SW to ENE-WSW and the dip ranging from 90° to 60°.
Some 250 metres east of Vindøla brigde a layer of gabbroic
amphibolite with a thickness of about 50 metres is found.

This

amphibolite cuts through normal gneiss with a sharp fine contact.
The amphibolite in the neighbourhood of the contacts is interwoven
with lighter gabbroic veins.
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Characteristic structural patterns, regarded as ptygmatic
folds later deformed.

·

On both sides of the river Vindøla, between Vindøla bridge and
the Driva, the gneiss is penetrated by lighter veins displaying ptygm
atic folds which later were deformed.

75° to NW.

The gneiss has here a dip of

A Iittle west of the bridge the gneiss is very rich in

biotite and contains strongly folded quartz feldspar pegmatite veins.
The boundary between the gneiss in the Vindøla and this biotite-rich
gneiss is covered with Joose deposits.

The dark gneiss is an augen

gneiss with porphyroblasts of m1crocline up to a size of 3 centimetres.
To the west along the road the gneiss is mostly dark and often pene
trated by rather thick, lighter Iayers, partly with foggy boundaries,
partly with sharp boundaries.

Layers chiefly containing biotite, horn

blende and epidote are also found.

In the neighbourhood of the flag

stone ·S'eries there is a small amount of gneiss with musoovite, and some
layers of red granitic gneiss (Fig. 4). The strike is, generally speaking,
NNE, the dip varies from 90 to 80° westward.

Near the boundary

flagstone-gneiss the di p beoomes gentier, about 60°.
The boundary is conform and is met with between the farms
Detli and Trøen.

From this place it extends southwards over the river

Driva, past Storløkken farm and furtheron in the direction SSE up
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the north-eastern slope of the Storhaugen mountain and a little down
on the southern side.

In this area the gneisses in the neighbourhood

ot the boundary are otten very light and granitic and penetrated by
some red pegmatites, often accompanied by small veins of nearly pure
epidote.

In the pegmatite veins on the northern side of the river

Driva, breccia-pieces, of gneiss are encountered.

These are often

augen-gneisses darker than those usually found in the neigbourhood.
A layer containing chalcopyrite, purite and hornblende in a gneiss
rich in mica also occurs.

A little way up the northern slope of the

Storhaugen mountain several quite thick amphibolitic layers are con
tained in the fine-grained gneiss.

Long crystals of epidote with a size

up to 2 cm are also met with here.

On the northern flank of Stor

haugen, the boundary flagstone-gneiss is conform and vertical.
On the southern slope of Storhaugen the gneiss borders against
basic saussurite gabbro.

From this western boundary of the anticline

eastwards further the dip that is mostly falling westwards, slackens

until it has reached a horizontal leve! round Ishol bridge. This repre
sent:'! the deepest stratum of this part of the anticline.

In the area be

tween the boundary granulite-gneiss at Storløkken farm and Ishol
tJidge augengneiss prevails with microcline pophyroblasts ranging in

sizc from 1f2 to 3 centimetres. A little west of the confluxion of the
rivers Vindøla and Driva, just at the power-station, a quartz-feldspar

dike with some chalcopyrite is found. Chalcopyrite is also an ordinary
mineral in pegmatites cutting the gneisses.

Just at the electrical

power-station there is found a gneiss full of rust-coated slickensides
so narrowly spaced that the rust layers Iie less than a milimetre apart.
Thus the movement occurring during the building of the anticline has
been an integral of differential movements, and since the layers Iie
parallel to the foliation of the gneiss, the movements must either have
taken place parallel to primary foliation or, as I think is more reason
able, the structure of the gneiss is formed during the upfolding.
At Ishol bridge the gneiss in the riverside becomes full of small
folds and rust patches.

The river has here cut a canyon in the rock.

In this area there are also some amphibolitic layers.

Between this

place and the eastern boundary of the basal gneisses, the dominating
types are gneiss-granites and augen-gneisses with very few augen.
The strike is here NW-SE to N-S, with easterly dip from 20 to 40°
increasing towards the boundary. Close to the boundary the gneisses
are cut by a lot of quartz schlieren. In this respect they differ from
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Red granitic sheet in augen-gneiss W. Lønset.

the gneisses farther south, towards Soløifjell, where the gneisses of
the

boundary

zone

exhibit

a

perfect banking, making them, on

weathered surfaces, deceivingly similar to the flagstone in the east.
On fresh surfaces, however, the biotite content of the gneisses serves
as a mean of discrimination.
From Morken farm the boundary runs southwards towards the
northern part of Bjørnetelen. The boundary here forms, togdher with
the adjacent granulite, two small and one large fold in north-westerly
direction.

From this place the boundary runs southwards to the
.
eastern Soløitjern where another great fold is found. The strike and
dip

v ar

y in all possible ways round this southern fold.

From this

place, however, the boundary runs straight E or SE to Stølen farm
at the lower end of the river Åmotselven.
From Åmotsdalen farm, the southern boundary of the basal-gneiss
complex runs W-N'W towards the Mountain Gammelsæterhø, and
from Gammelsæterhø W-SW to Tverrfjellet.

Further investigations

in this westerly direction have not been done.
In the area between Dindalen and the eastern and southern
boundary of the gneisses the rocks vary between gneiss-granites and
augen-gneisses.

Doubtless the augen-gneisses are the main rocks in

these parts, and they do not at all differ from the rocks in the northern

part of the anticline.
map.

Strikes and dips of the rocks are marked on the

The strike is on all places observed parallel to the boundary,

and the dip is always outwards and usually in these parts 30 to 50°.
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In the Brattskarven Mountain a great amphibolite layer f ollows the
whole length of the southern hill, and several small amphibolite layers
Iies in the neighbourhood of the boundary.

Between the two Snøfjell

tjern's the structure of the gneiss is very unclear with great vortexes.
North of the northern Snøfjelltjern a great amphibolite layer Iies con
cordant in the gneiss.
The bottom of Dindalen is filled with loose material and not in
a single place the bedrock can be seen, but on the north-western side
of the valley the gneisses crop out between Væggsæter and Måsetjern.
The strike is almost straight west, thus combining the Lønset-anticline
with the Grytvasshaugen-anticline which has been mapped by Holte
dahl.

The gneisses in this part are often penetrated by finely folded

amphibolite layers, and in some places ptygmatic folds occur in the
gneiss.

Here the gneiss contains a very green hornblende.

To the

south of hill 1224, the strike gradually changes from ENE, WSW to
SW, NE with dip varying from more than 80° to 45° to SE.

Farther

northwards in the direction of Opdalshø the dip turns more and more
in an easterly direction and flattens out to 10°.
parts the gneiss is full of amphibolite layers.

Especially in these

The northern part of this

gneiss has a dip of 60-65° northwards and north-eastwards.

The

northern boundary of the gneiss runs from the southern hill of Opdalshø
south-westwards and then westwards to Måsetjern.

Here, as usual,

the rock on the other side of the boundary is granulitic.

This eastern

part of the boundary is covered by the loose deposits of Dindalen,
but doubtless these gneisses are connected with those south-east of
Dindalen.

PETROGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS OF THE BASAL
GNEISSES
The minerals are the same in all these rocks although their
relative abundance varies considerably. The minerals are:

quartz,

microline, oligoclase, epidote poor in iron (clinozoisite) , biotite, and
hornblende.

In smaller amounts:

and as accessories:

chlorite and muscovite are found;

apatite and titanite.

opake minerals is usually present.

A rather large amount of

These are probably mostly hematite.

I shall here describe a typical sample of a rock of the basal
gneisses.

THE LØNSET ANTICLINE IN THE
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A ug e n -g n e i ss rich i n bi o t i te ( N e d r e Hol farm).
This is one of the rocks I used for my determinations of lead
and radium.

It affords a good illustration of the dark augen-gneisses

which are the most common rocks in the gneiss series.

The chemical

analysis has been made by Mr. B. Bruun in the laboratory of the
Mineralogical Institute of the University in Oslo.
Si02 •••••••••••••• 63.37
Ti02 • • • • •••• • • • • •• 0.80
Al203 ••••••••.•••• 16.10
9
Fe203 •• • •••• • ••• • • 2 .2
FeO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.77
MnO .. ..... . .. . . .
O.l!
.10
Mgo . . . . . . .. .. . .. . 2
CaO . . . . ... . . . . . . . 3.94
Na20 . . . . .. . ... . . . 3.94

Or. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .
Ab. . . ..... . . . . . ..
An . . . . .. .. . . . ... .
Wo . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
En . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .
Hy . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Il. . . . . . . . . . .... . .
Hm . . . . .. ... . . . . . .

K,O . .. . ... . . . . . . .
P205.••••.••••••.•

S. Sal . . . . . . . .. . .. 863%
S. Fem .. . . . .. .. . . Il.l ..
Erts. . . . . . . . .. .. . . 3 .7 ..

2.62

0.04

15.6
32 .4
18.5
0.2
5 .2
5 .7
1 .5
2
.2

Q. ............... 18.8

The microscopical mode of this thin-section is not in good accord
ance with the result obtained by the norm calculation.

In other thin

sections from the gneiss series, however, it seems as if the norm and
the mode corresponds.

In this thin-section the following minerals

were observed:
Ca. 25 % dark biotite.
»

5

% hornblende with the following constants:

ayellow-green, f3 grass-green, and y blue-green, -:-2v ca.80°,
c: y= 13°.

These are exactly the same constants that are

found elsewhere in this district.
»

20 % quartz, strongly undulating.

»

40 % feldspar, one third of which is microcline,
the rest being oligoclase with

18%

an.

The microcline

has small quartz inclusions and seems to be granophyric.
:->

10% zoisite, (+) 2v ca. 50°.

The circurnstance th a t clinozoisite is present shows th a t not all
the lime can go int o the plagioclase in solid solution.
It is charactcristic that rni c a s of the basal gneisses are bent and
partly twisted.

This clearly indicates that the upfolding must have

Norsk geo!. tidsskr. 21

3
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taken place after these minerals had been formecl. In the granulites,
however, I have never found bent micas, although quartz is undulating.
Therefore the micas of the granulite either must have been fO!·med
1 1 t er than those of the basal gneisses, or the granulite with its greater
mechanical strength has prevented the hending of its minerals.

THE FLAGSTONES
As seen on the map the flagstones surrounds the basal gneisses
on all sides.

They can be followed northwards from the quarries by

Engan, around the northern part of the anticline to the western part by
Tilsethaugen, and on the southern part from Åmotsdalen to Tverr
fjellet.

They always Iies concorclant with the gneiss.

In numerous

places the flagstone is quarriecl for building purposes, but only at
Engan this is done to any greater extent.

The stone taken out here

is known all over Norway as Opdalsstein.
On the boundary between the gneiss ane! the granulite by Morken

Farm a basal conglomerate is found, which is strongly cleformed and
difficult to cletect. It has a thickness of about 50 metres and can be
followed along the boundary to Bjørntelen, where it is squeezed out
in the great folds. It reoccurs on the boundary between Bjørntelen and
Soløitjern

at

different

places, but

at

no other places it has been

obscrvecl; however, the fact that the lower part of the granulite often
scems to be richer in quartz than the highcr strata may indicate an
original conglomerate squeezecl and alterecl bcyoncl recognition.
The character of the conglomerate is seen from Fig. 5. The quartz
ellipsoids are here almost pure quartzite, and have resistecl the pres
sure rather we!L

The average axial relations in the quartzite ellipsoicls

are about 10: 5: 2.
strike.

The longest axis Iies in the dip, the middle in the

The ground mass of the conglomerate contains thin layers

of a granitc composition, possibly granitic balls squeezed out during
the upfolcling of the anticline. Owing to their inferior strength they
could not stand the pressure as wel! as clid the quartzitic balls.
In the granulite series granitic pegmatites with great amounts of
hematite are often founcl.

These are especially abunclant in the

granulite between Lønsetmoen and Tilset.

Here patches of hematite

up to l O centimetres occur in great numbers.

At other places, for

instance in the neighbourhood of Furunes farm, between Ålbu and
Lønset, the felclspar in the granulite has grown to greater porphyro-
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The conglomerate by Morken farm, with quartzitic balls and granitic
layers in the groundmass.

'h

x

nat. size.

blasts, and the rock may here be called a muscovite augen-gneiss. In
the southern part, north of Stølensæter in Åmotsdalen, the minerals
in the granulite are again unusually large, and the rock may perhaps
more appropriately be called muscovite gneiss.

On the whole, it is

often difficult to distinguish between gneiss and granulite in this
southern area.
south.

As shown on the map, the dip is here mos1ly to the

Between Hammerbekken and Urvassbekken, north-west of

Hellausæter, the banking is horizontal.
it has a northerly dip of 45°.

South of Hammerbek�tjern,

The smaller flagstone series south of

Gråhø and north of Veggvatn, seem to be inclusions or infoldings of
some kind.

The tectonic is here not quite dear.

By Soløibekken,

between Soløitjern and the Tronna river, sharp folds occur in the
granulite, structures that seem to be secondary schistosities, also
appear.

PETPOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS OF THE GRANULITES
(FLAGSTONES)
Barth

(Il)

has described the development of the sparagmite

series from east to west, i. e. from unmetamorphic sparagmite in Enge.r
dalen, through more metamorphic phases in the northern part of Øster
dalen and Gudbrandsdalen, to the highly metamorphic granulites in
the Opdal district.
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Characteristic features are that microcline which is the only feid
spar in the unmetamorphic sparagmite slowly disappears, giving way
to ortoclase and acid plagio-clases. At the same time the feldspar
partly hydrolyses and muscovite and then epidote and biotite in smaller
amounts appear. I shall here take a typical specimen of the granulites
in the Lønset anticline. The sample has been collected by professor
Barth, and the thin-section is called "Granulite W. Lønset O I 11 .
It contains:
"

Ca. 30 % quartz somewhat undulous.
»
25 % mica minerals, nearly all muscovite in sub-parallel
arangement, with some biotite, haphazardly orientated.
»
45 % feldspat, about 75 % microcline, and ca. 25 % oligoclase
with 19 % an. Some of the K-feldspar grains are somewhat
corroded from the edges, and in something that seems to be
old perthites, younger muscovite appears. A few small
hornblende crystals are also present. With the exception of
part of the K-feldspars, all the minerals seem to have been
formed by re-crystallization. The K-feldspars, however,
seem to be of clastic origin.
This specimen is representative for most of the flagstone and
granulite in the series, although this is the only thin-section where
the curious K-feldspar has been observed. Especially in the southern
part and in the smaller granulite inclusions south of Gråhø and north
of Væggvatn, all minerals must have re-crystallized. Here the
muscovite crystals attain a size of a couple of millimetres.

THE SAUSSURITE GABBROS OF GRÅHØ

As seen from the map these are found from Øyasæter in the east
to Opdalshø in the west. They have sharp boundaries running from
east to west. In the south they border on an augen-gneiss which
seems to be a contact product between the gabbros and the granulite.
To the north they cut into the granulite by a number of branches;
especially at Storhaugen the boundary is very irregular. On the south
hill of Storhaugen, north of Uffsæter, Ishoelsæter, and Holsæter, small
quartz inclusions up to l centimetre in diametre are found in the rocks.
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Fig. 6.

Inmelted

gneissgranite in the samsurite-gabbro of Gråhø.

1h

x

nat. size.

In the central part of the saussurite gabbro the rock is coarse-crystalline
with mineral grains up to l centimetre.

At Storhaugen the peripheral

parts of the gabbro seem to have resorbed great amounts of granulite,
and seem to change into granulite by degrees, but there is no augen
gneiss here.

No real contact between the granulite and the gabbro is

found here as the top of Storhaugen is covered by loose material. Most
of the gabbro is without any foliation, but especially south of Stor
haugen it is possible to measure strike and dip.

There may seem to

be a slight diswrdance between the foliation of the gabbro and that
of the granulite.

As mentioned before, no real contact was found,

and nothing can be definitively said about this.
North of Gråhø mountain several inclusions of gneiss granite
occur in the gabbro.

The inclusions exhibit t·hick transitional zones,

the outer part of the inclusions thus being fully absorbed.
parts, however, have kept their primary character.

The central

An inclusion of

conglomerate is also found and in spite of a rather strong resorption,
the conglomerate balls appear rather intact, showing no obvious sign
of deformation.

Most of the balls ar-e granitic and quartzitic with

sizes up to three centimetres in diametre.

One may also come across

gabbro so coarsely crystalline that it must be called gabbro peg
matites.

The granulite north of the gabbro strikes parallel to the
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bounclaries and dips steeply from 70° towards the gabbro to 80°
from the gabbro. Again no transitional zone of augen-gneiss can be
seen, but the outermost part of the gabbro seems to have resorbed
granulite as it is lighter near the boundary and also contains a small
amount of quartz.
PETROGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS
OF THE SAUSSURITE GABBRO OF GRÅHØ

A m p h i b o l i t e 40 S t o r h a u g.
This rock is not quite typical of the Gråhø saussurite gabbro, but
has been chosen here because it clearly shows that the gabbro has been
exposed to metamorphism.
Analysis of Amphibolite 40.
Si O, . . .. ...... . 57.02 °.u
TiO, . . .. . . . . . . . . 0.98 "
Al20, . . . . . .... 1 6.93 "
Fe20" .. . . . . . . . .. 3 61 "
FeO ... . . . . . . . .. 5.71 ..
MnO . ...... .
0.1f1,.
MgO . ... .. .. . . 2.12 ..
C10 . . .. ... . .. 4.68 ..
Na,O . . . . . . . . . . . 3.:?5 ..
K,O............. 4.36 ..
P205 .
.
.
0.31 "
H20 ± . ..
.. . .
1 .20
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

•

.

.

.

.

Sum ..... . .

•

.

•

•

•

.

.

.

25.\l 0o
Or. ........ .
27.5 "
Ab. .........
An. ... . . .. .. 18.6
o............... . 7.2 ..
Wo .. .
5.8 ..
En .............. . 5.3"
15.7"
Hy ..............
0.3
Ho . .............
Il. .............. 1.9 ..
Hm. . . .. . . .... . 2.2
Ap. ..... . ... . .. 0.6,.
.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

.

..

.. 100 33 °/o

The normative mineral composition corresponds in no way to
that really fmmd m the rock. In thin-section the following minerals
are found:
Ca. 50 % hornblende, a yellow-green, fl grass-green, y blue-green,
--;- 2v ca. 80° c: y= 14 o. The hornblende crystals are in
some places strongly bent. Other minerals are:
»
20 % biotite, in sub-parallel orientation.
»
20 % zoned plagioclase, with an average composition of
35 % an. The feldspar is slightly kaolinized.
»
5 % epidote, light-colourecl ( clinozoisite).
»
5 % quartz, slightly undulating some small garnets.
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Fig. 7.

Inmelted conglomerate in the saussurite-gabbro of Gråhø.

Nat. size.

This mineral assemblage seems to indicate a relatively low temper
ature during the metamorphism, and the temperature that Barth (Il)
assumes for the metamorphism and the upfolding of the anticline, viz.
3 to 400 degrees centigrade, is perhaps a little too high, as undulating
quartz normally would re-crystallize at this temperature.

It is possible,

howev,er, that the undulance of the quartz may have been caused at
a later stage.
S a u s s u r i t e G a b b r o n. 39j4 0 W. S t o r h a u g e n.
In thin-section the followi,n g minerals are found:
Ca. 50 % hornblende of the ordinary type found in the gabbro
masses.
»

50 % saussuritized plagioclase.

Consequently it is a typical saussurite gabbro.

Amygdaloid

28

So u t h

Hill

of

S to r h a u g.

This rock resembles a conglomerate, soaked in a ground mass
uf diabase character.

An analysis of the pure groundmass shows:
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Si02 ......... . . . 5 1 .96°/o
AI203 \
. . ..... . 1 8.24"
Ti02 f . .
Fe203 • • • • • • . • • • • 3.35"
FeO . , . . . . . . .
7.08"
CaO ...........
8.22 »
MgO ........... . 5:24 •
Na20 .......... . 2.9 1 "

.

..
.

K.o ............ .
H20 ± . ... . ...
.

Sum

..

.

. .. . . . .

.

.

.

1.71
n.

»

d"

98.71%

Large grains of guartz and sharp-edged feldspar crystals (up to
This
resembles finely grained gabbro or diabase. In thin-section the fol10\ving minerals are found:
Quartz in large round grains with a diamet.re of 2-1 O mm.
The guartz shows fissures running-sub-parallel in the different grains.
The fissures occur in two typical directions, mutually perpendicular.
The quartz grains are also sporadically present in the ground mass.
The feldspar present consists of two typical generations. First,
we have the great sharp-edged crystals as distinct pheno-crystals. This
feldspar is undergoing full alteration, as it is made up of small crystals
about l fl 00 millimetre in length. Because of their smallness it is
impossible to c!etermine them optically, but as the refraction index is
1.5 cm in length and 0.5 cm in width) occur in the ground mass.

definitely higher than that of the Canada balsam, it is probable that

they must be plagioclase. Besides plagioclase the aggregate contains
clinozoisite. The felclspar of the ground mass is an andesine an.
33 %. Biotite and hornblende are also contained in the ground mass.
Structural features indicate that we have to do with a slightly meta
morphic guartz amygdaloicl.
S c h i s t o u s A m p h i b o l i t e 3 9 S t o r h a u g.
This rock is almost identical with amphibolite 40, but has been
taken a little farther from the bounc!ary. It grades into the amphibolite
40 as well as into amygdaloid 28.
The main feldspar in this rock is a zonecl plagioclase varying in
composition from 36 % an. in the centre to 28 % an. in the periphery.
Potash feldspar is probably not present. Quartz which is found in
fairly large amounts, shows undulating extinction, and is two-axial.
40 % hornblende with the optical constants 2v ca. 80° a yellow-green,
(3 pure green, y blue-green, angle c: y= 1 3°.
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Small amounts of light epidote and bent biotite are among the
other minerals present.
This rock has been taken only 30 to 40 metres from typical basal
gneiss. The strongly undulating quartz and the bent micas show
that it has taken part in the Caledonian movements. The zoned
plagioclase, on the other hand, shows that it has not been under the
influence of the thermo-dynamical conditions that gave rise to the
uniform oiigoclase with 16 to 20 % an. which occurs in all the typical
basal gneisses in spite of compositional variations of the containing
rock. These circumstances indicate that the saussurite gabbros of
Gråhø are younger than the sparagmite and older than the Caledonian
movements. It seems probable they belong to the Trondheimsfelt
saussurite gabbros, and should hence be of Cambro-Silurian age.
I have discussed the matter with professor Barth, who also thinks this
a reasonable assumption.
The inclusions of gneiss granite and of conglomerate in the
Gråhø saussurite gabbro evidently prove that the gabbro was intruded
into the basal gneisses and the sparagmite series, and that it has not
been placed in the present position by any tectonic movement. The
gneiss inclusions with their distinct banking have the same character
as the gneiss granites in the basal gneisses.
The In

c

l u s i o n s.

The microscope shows the gneiss inclusions to contain the fol
lowing minerals:
Ca. 1 O % microline.
»
20 » basic oligoclase.
»
l O » epidote.
»
20 » hornblende.
»
20 » bioNte.
»
20 » quartz, slightly undulating.
All the minerals seem to be re-crystallized, but since the structure
of the gneiss-granite is well preserved, they cannot have been fully
melted.
The conglomerate inclusions consist of balls of granite and
quartzite, and show no visible signs of having been pressecl. The
quartzite balls consist of very pure re-crystallized quartz, not undul-
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ating, and showing only few cracks. It borders sharply against the
ground mass. The ground mass consists chiefly of small plagioclase
crytals, biotite, epidote, and a little green hornblende. The graniNc
balls which mostly are l to 4 cm in diametre, consist of feldspar grains
strongly altered to muscovite, and plagioclase with myrmecitic quartz.
The edges are quite corroded and interwoven with biotite. Other
minerals are epidote, basic oligoclase, feldspar, and quartz. In the
ground mass there are furthermore larger feldspar fragments, which
seem to be altered microcline. This conglomerate which in all pro
bability is the same as that found as basal conglomerate in the granulite
series at Bjørntelen, shows no signs of stress. This indicates that the
gabbro at the time of its intrusion met with, and scattered, an un
dcformed conglomerate, fragments of which it incorporated, and later,
by transforming the orogenic stress forces to hydrostatic pressure,
protected the conglomerate from deformation. Sederholm (Ill) has
shown something similar to this to have occurred at Bockholm in the
Åland Islands.
The gneiss inclusions, however, show a remarkable foliation
which proves that the gneiss already had this structure at the time
when the conglomerate was broken up by the gabbro, i. e. before the
Caledonian movements.
THE GABBROIC VEINS AND THE AMPHIBOLITIC
LAYERS IN THE GNEISSES

As already mentioned in the clescription of the basal gneisses, a
munber of thinner and thicker basic layers are found in the gneiss
series. Some of these may perhaps be due to primary differentiation,
but others are certainly younger diabases cutting the gneiss. A partic
ularly good specimen is found on the road from Ratet to Ishol bridge.
A dark diabase cuts into the light gneiss granite, and as shown in
Fig. l O, the outermost parts of the diabase have resorbed gneiss
granite to such a great extent that it has retained the structure of the
diabase. The transitional zone is about l O cm thick, and I am inclined
to believe that these gabbroic veins belong to the Gråhø gabbro as
hypabasic phases. Anything definite about this cannot be stated,
as l have never found any diabase going out from the gabbro massif
into the gneiss.
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Fig. 8.

Basic vein ending in gneissgranite, with transition zone.

THE GREEN SCHISTS
On the part of the map where I have worked, no large amount
of green schist is found.
Tilset and Tilsethaugen.
the paper cited.

The only place of occurrence .is west of
Holtedahl (I) has dealt with these rocks in

In the green •schist west of Tilset and nor•th of Bekken

farm a couple of prospect-pits for copper are to be found.

The green

schist round the copper ore is hydratized to a talcum schist.

This

consists of some talcum, very much chlorite, a little calcite and opaque
mineraJ,s, most of them being pyrite.
This green schist stratum Hes tin a syncliine the folding axis of
which dips northwards ca. 15°, so that it disappears into the air west
of Tilsethaugen, and the underlying granulite appears.

As Holtedahl

(I) has suggested, this green schist is Cambro-Silurian and belongs
to the green schist of the Trondheim area.

It may thus correspond

to the more or less volcanic phases of the Gråhø gabbro, or of similar
rocks.

In the green sohist in the neighbourhood of the copper ore,

dolomite crystals with an edge-length up to 3-4 cm, are found.

This

dolom1te •is certainly a secondary mineral.
East of Hullberget farm, in the western part of the green schist
area, the green schist passes over into augen-gneiss.

How this augen

gneiss is to be interpreted is not yet quite clear, but I am inclined to
think that it •is a meta-somatically ohanged green schist.

A rock

resembling thi· s augen-gneiss is found on Hornet mountain, north-west
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of Driva railway station, and also between Engan station and Rise.
The augen-gneiss is here very coars-crystalline, and Iies as an infolding
in the granulite. This is the rock that Carstens (IV) has called a
rapakivi. More thorough investigations on this point are later to be
carried out.
CONCLUSIONS

8oth the basal gneisses and the flagstones exhibit good foliaNon
and it is a striking fact that full conformity exists between the two
rocks. Strike and dip can be measured very exactly. As a rule, the
boundaries are very sharp and can easily be observed, on account of
the gneisses always holding large amounts of biotite, whereas this
mineral is either wholly lacking or is present only in small quantities in
the granulites. But only in the eastern part of Drivclalen sharp bouncl
aries are the rule. According to Barth (Il) the boundary ,is more
transitional in other parts.
Distinct boundaries between the basal gneisses and the flagstone
are in principle not in discordance with the conception that the gneiss
as well as the flagstone are of sedimentary origin. Neither does this
exclude the idea that the sedimentary rocks through a strong meta
morphism or migmatization were transformed to the rocks now present.
Obviously not all layers in a sedimentary series must necessarily
have the same chemical composition. That more psamitic layers
alternate with more pelitic or chalky layers is otten the case. Exposed
to migmatization the different layers woulcl of course react differently.
The conglomerate on the eastern boundary shows, however, that
the assumption of a direct connection between the underlying gneisses
and the granulite series presupposes that the seclimentation has taken
place in a particular manner: first a sediment, rich in lime and
aluminium must have formed after which an elevation of the grouncl
gave birth to the conglomerate and the sparagmite above. Jf, however,
the gneiss and the granulite form one sedimentary series, as contended
by Holtedahl, a sharp boundary between the deeper high-metamorphic
layers (the basal gneisses) and the overlying less metamorphic
layers (the granulites) would seem unlikely. M01·eover, that this
division in degree of metamorphism should coincide exactly with the
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conglomerate zone, seems improbable. Barth (Il), however, has
observed foggy boundaries between granulite and gneiss, but since
his observations were made farther west, where the temperature may
have been higher and the pressure stronger, they do not invalidate
the present conclusions.
In the Lønset anticline the granulite and the gneiss lie so close
together that there cannot possibly have been any difference in the
conditions during a supposed Caledonian migmatization. Therefore,
if the temperature was sufficiently high, an ,impure sandstone
(a sparagmite) would leave a solid residue of quartzitic cornposition,
as shown by Eskola (V).
The gabbro area which is post-Sparagmitian and pre-Caledonian
contains, as mentioned, zoned plagioclase a few metres from the basal
gneiss. This makes it highly improbable that a Caledonian rnigmatiz
ation alone created the very uniform plagioclase in the basal gneisses,
as the thermo-dynamic conditions cannot have been very different in
the two rocks.
For the reasons mentioned, I regard it almost certain that the
basal gneisses represent the basement on which first the conglomerate
and later the flagstone series were sedimented.
The remarkable conformity between the basal gneisses and the
flagstone seems to indicate a doser connection between these two
rocks. The forces, however, which have been sufficient to squeeze
out the conglomerate balls to the flat lenses now found, may also have
been sufficient to give the gneiss a new foliation parallel to these
lenses. In this case a pseudo-conformity would be the result, and as
the strike varies considerably in the gneiss, it would be difficult to
discover whether the conformity is false or not. A fact which would
seem to indicate that the foliation now found in the gneiss is a
secondary phenomenon, is that ptygmatic folds are found in the
gneiss. In the granulite, however, I have never found this kind of
structure. To be able to state with certainty whether or not, a primarJ
structure is present in the gneiss, a microscopic structure analysis is
necessary. This analysis is later to be carried out.
A constant feature in the rocks belonging to the basal gneiss
complex, is, as already mentioned, the very uniform composition of
the plagioclases with an anorthite contents of 18 %. This is also
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the case when the normative feldspar is richer in anorthite, the
additional calcium contents in this case being present in the form of
epiclote and partly in the form of hornblende.
In none of the samples of basal gneisses investigated, an appreci
able excess of alumina is founcl. Jf, however, the sparagmites and the
granulites are investigated in this manner, an excess of Al203 and
hence normative corund is found. This too does not harmony very
well with the conception that the basal gneisses are deeper deposits
of the same sedimentary series, as the conditions of metamorphism
must have been almost the same in gneiss and granulite. Still less
this accords with the idea that the gneiss should correspond to layers,
richer in clay. Jf, however, the gneiss is an old ichor-gneiss or an
originally igneous rock, the absence of an alumina excess finds its
natura! explanation.
Some of the analyses in Barth's publication (Il) together with
some of my own analyses from the same area are referred to below.
Analysis of Sparagmite and Granulite.

l
s;o •

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ti02 . . . . • • • • . . . • . • • • . . • • • · • ·
A J .o , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
Fe20a .......................
Fe O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
MnO • • . • . . ' . o • • . . . . . . . . . . .
MgO . ' . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .. . . . ..
CaO . . . . . . .
Na,O . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . .

.
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•

•

•
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H.o • . • • • o . o . o • • • • • • • • . • • • • •
P20s ............ . . . . . . . . . . .
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. . .

.. . .. . .

2

l

3

80 . 8 9
0.40

83.47
0.33

7 . 57
2 . 90

8.17
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61
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�

0.04
o 04
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4.75
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-

1.29

0.81

l

4
89.16
O.l l
5.2 1
1.25

0.43

sp.

sp .
sp.
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0.10
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0.04
1 . 02

3 . 78
0 70

2.6 2
8.26

.

sp .

1.15

l

sp.
1.14

5

6

72.17
0 . 48
13.74
2. 76
0 . 38

74.66
0.76
11.45

sp.

1 . 04
0. 3 1
1 . 33

4.32

.

0 44
0.03
1 .
04
0.09
2.1 1

l

7

8

77.79
0 . 29

76.34

1 2.3 9
1.90
0.52

sp.
0 .0 2
0.06
3 86

0.41
l l .45
3.00
0.30
�

1 .07
0. 1 6
2. 1 7

5.98
1.47
0.05

2.2 1

4 57

0. 9 9

0 .89

0.95

0 . 03

0.02

--

1.49

1.46

1 . 40

1.22

2. Sparagmite Borveggen, Engerdalen.

3. Sparagmite N.Fron.
4. Sparagmite N.Fron.

5. Sparagmite Knappen Alnabru.
6. Granulite Svorunda bru Opdal.
7. Granulite W. Svorunda bru Opdal.
8. Granulite Between Sliper and Lønset.

3 87
.
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Analyses of Rocks from the Basal Gneiss.
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FeO . .
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Na,O ................. .
K20 .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
H,O .................. .
P206
Al203
.....
K20 + Na20 + CaO
•

.

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

•

•

.

•

•

•

•

.

•

3.17

0.04

2. Basal-gneiss Bø farm.

3. Basal gneiss Hol farm.
R. G. Red gneiss granite, (basal gneiss) Lønsetmoen.
B. Ø. Augen gneiss rich in biotite, Nedre Hol farm.
The analyses, clesignated with numbers, have been taken from
Barth's publication (Il). The analyses clesignatecl with R. G. and B. Ø.
are new analyses, carried out for me by Mr. B. Bruun.
Later analyses, carried out by Mr. B. Bruun for Professor Barth,
as yet unpublished,

show that the Al20, excess in the granulite

decreases considerably in the western part of the district.

There is,

however, as shown herc in the Lønset anticline, a considerable cliffcr

ence bctween the granulites and the gneisses.
Oslo Dec.

1940.
Universitetets mineralogiske institutt.
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